POWER SHUT DOWN Across Goa

Panaji: December 13, 2019
Agrahayana 22, 1941

A power shutdown has been arranged on December 16, 2019 at 11KV Sesa Goa feeder from Sancoale Sub station from 9.00 am to 2.00 pm to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Five star laundry, Rua De Maria and Shantaduraga temple.

Similarly on December 16, 2019 at 11KV Vaddem lake from 8.30 a.m to 2.30 p.m to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are behind Chicalim Cottage hospital, Mogubai Estate, Alto Chicalim, Chicalim junction surrouindn areas of Vaddem, Merces vaddo and St. Andrew College.

Similarly on December 16, 2019 at 11KV Divar, Narva and Lamgao feeder from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. carry out the urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Savnawada, Vaiguine, Haturli, Mayem lake, Tikaja, Marmawada Narve, Sharda colony, Kelbaiwada, Chimulwada, Gaonkarwada, Deviche Bhat, Dessai Muddy, Narva Panchayat, Lamgao village and surrounding area.

Similarly on December 16, 2019 at 11KV Ribandar feeder from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. carry out the urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Hoble restaurant, Ribandar Patto, raj Excellancy Khornawada, Sinari apartments, Kofribhat, Ajuda Church, Hotel Shaurya, Chandradeep apartments, Manaswada, Vastu Heritage, Serenity Avenue, Milroc, Bal Bharti School, Methodist Church, Karekar residency, Vastu Hanging Gardens, Mandela Heights, Sequeira EnclaveSea View Residency, River View Park, Babu Nagar, Chodan Ferry, Fondvem upto Badminton Court and surrounding areas.

Similarly on December 17, 2019 at 11KV MES feeder from 8.30 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. to carry out the urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are MES surrounding areas, nr Ganapati temple, Dicarpale, Lakaki and surrounding areas.

Similarly on December 20, 2019 at 11KV Mandopa feeder from 8.30 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. to carry out the urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Rawanfond, Shantinagar, Aquem-Baixo, Mandopa and Apibhat.
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